
INTRODUCTION 43A11SE0094 63.2613 HOYLE 010

Although no major discoveries have been made since the bringing in of the 

huge Texas Gulf massive sulphide deposit in Kidd Township, and despite the 

large amount of exploration activity it stimulated in the years immediately 

following, the Timmins area remains as interesting as ever with the almost 

certain knowledge that probabilities favour the incidence of further deposits, 

yet to be found, in the environment. In addition, the everpresent possi 

bilities in gold existing in a camp famous for its occurrence have received 

recent impetus from the reported drilling by Inco of gold bearing graphitic 

sediments in Hoyle Twp. Because of the scarcity of outcrop, so many of the 

primary investigations in this general area are geophysical in nature, seek 

ing to define geologic settings and specific targets beneath a widespread, 

often thick glacial cover. The present programme is no exception,

The geophysical results presented and reported herein have been collected 

from systematic coverages of certain groups of claims in Hoyle twp. The 

exploration so represented by these data inherently encompass the two main 

chances of discovery, that of massive sulphides in the typical volcanic 

sequence, and of fracture-controlled gold mineralization hopefully in 

conducting sediments in the manner of the Inco prospect.
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DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS
i

The properties on which the present work was conducted are composed of the 

following claims, each of 40 acres and all occuring within Hoyle Twp., 

District of Cochrane, Porcupine Mining Division, Ontario. For convenience, 

they are grouped according to the geophysical grid designation by which 

the coverage was effected. As can be seen, (Dwg. No. 9) not all claims are 

contiguous.

Claim No. Lot Range

P-96686

96690

99240

99241

99242

100304

100305

100306

100307

100308

100310

100311

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

III

III

II

III

III

III

III

II

II

II

III

III

QeophyBical Grid No.

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l 

l

Total : 12 

(Hoyle Syndicate Option)
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Claim No, Lot Ranee Geophysical Grid No.

P-96678

96695

96696

96697

96698

96699

96700

96701

96702

96705

96706

96707

96918

96919

96920

96921

P-96679

96680

96681

96682

96683

96684

96685

96687

96688

96689

S 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 5

N 1/2 5

N 1/2 5

N 1/2 5

N 1/2 6

N 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 6

S 1/2 7

SI/27

S 1/2 7

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 7

S 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

. i. . i iiiifcj* m

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

V

V

V

V

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Total ; 16

(Gaze Option)

3

3

3
k

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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96691

96692

96693

96694

96703

96704

P-96778

96779

96780

96781

96782

96783

96784

96785

96786

96787

96788

96789

96790

96791

96792

96793

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 7

N 1/2 7

N 1/2 7

N 1/2 7

N 1/2 9

N 1/2 9

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 8

N 1/2 9

N 1/2 9

S 1/2 9

S 1/2 9

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 8

S 1/2 9

S 1/2 9

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

3

3

3

3

3

3

Total : 16

(Hoyle Syndicate Option)

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Total : 16

(Hoyle Syndicate Option)
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P-97130

97131

97132

97133

P-97134

97135

97136

97137

97138

97139

97140

97141

P-97185

97186

97187

97188

97189

97190

97191

97192

S 1/2 7

S 1/2 7

S 1/2 7

S 1/2 7

N 1/2 10

N 1/2 10

N 1/2 10

N 1/2 10

S 1/2 11

S 1/2 11

S 1/2 11

S 1/2 11

N 1/2 12

N 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

N 1/2 12

N 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

VI

VI

VI

VI

IV

IV

IV

IV

V

V

V

V

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

IV

5

5

5

5

Total :

(Hoyle Syndicate

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

Total : 8

(Hoyle Syndicate

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Total ! 8

(Hoyle Syndicate

4

Option)

Option)

Option)
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P-97193

97197

97198

97199

97200

S 1/2 12

N 1/2 12

N 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

S 1/2 12

VI

VI

VI

VI

VI

8 

8 

8 

8 

8

Total ; 5 

(Hoyle Syndicate Option)

These holdings total 85 claims, all held under option by Consolidated Man 

itoba Mines Ltd., 600-213 Notre Dame Ave., Winnipege, Manitoba. They in 

effect provide six separate claims groups of varying size. However, under 

the terms of the two option agreements by which the ground has been acquired, 

the claims covered by Grid 2 (see above tabulation) need to be considered as 

an individual unit. This group of 16 contiguous claims is registered in the 

name of John Gaze, 234 Elm Street South, Timmins, Ontario, All remaining 

claims, that is, those covered by Grids 1,3,4,5,6,7, and 8, are registered 

in the name of the Hoyle Syndicate Co. Ltd., c/o R.S. Hunt, 137 Dowling Ave., 

Toronto 3, Ontario.

The Ontario Northland Railway spur to the Texas Gulf (Ecstall Mining) oper 

ation in Kidd Twp. crosses the southernmost sections of claims in lots 6 and 

12, and main roads (Highways 101 and 610) appear in the extreme south-east 

corner of the township. Access to the properties is generally by bush trails, 

Topography is typically flat, heavily forested and characterised by sluggish 

drainages.
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WORK UNDERTAKEN

On all claims groups, a grid of lines 400 ' apart, oriented due north-south, 

chained and picketed every 100' to the property boundaries was prepared under 

subcontract to Jean Alix Co. Ltd. of Val D'Or, P. Q. Bases lines, suitably 

located and oriented east-west controlled this work. (Dwg. No. 9)

Full geophysical coverages of these grids were undertaken using two com 

plementary methods, viz. V.L.F. em. and magnetics. The em. surveying was 

effected by a Geonics EM-16 tuned coil receiver utilizing the V.L.F. trans- 

V mitter at Cutler, Maine broadcasting at a frequency of 17.8 kHz. This equip 

ment measures the in-phase and quadrature vertical components of the resul 

tant field at any point where the primary excitation has induced a secondary 

field in a suitably looped local conducting material. Measured units are 

given in percentages of the primary field strength at that point. Magnetic 

traversing was completed with a Barringer GM-102 nuclear precession magneto 

meter providing absolute measurements of the total terrestrial field to the 

nearest 10 gammas. Accuracy of this instrument is   10 gammas,

Geophysical field operations were undertaken by Shore Magnetics Ltd., of Maple, 

Ontario under contract, and were completed in the period 4th July to 22nd August 

1969.
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.DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

For convenience, results are discussed under each separate geophysical grid 

designation, but are inter-related where evident continuities have signifi 

cant implications in regional trends and the extensions of geologic settings.

GRID^l ( 12 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option ).

It is quite apparent that the bulk of the geophysical activity recorded on
f

this Grid is concentrated in the south, particulary in the vicinity of the 

Porcupine River which jogs through the claims group at this point. (Dwg. 

Nos. 1A, IB). In the em. data, some of this activity is unquestionably due 

to the O.N.R. tracks angling across the extreme south-west corner of the 

claims block. It causes very strong spiky departures in both in-phase and 

quadrature components along its path, as might be expected from a surface 

installation. However, emerging from the interference so derived is an 

indication that a valid conductor exist virtually on the property south 

boundary, swinging apparently from 26+45S on line 8E to 23+508/line 4E to 

25+508/line 0. Whether this in fact is one conductor or two parallel ones 

striking NW can not be resolved due to the lack of coverage on one hand, 

and the loss of definition provided by the railroad proximity on the other. 

What gives this conductor or conductors some merit is the evidence of some 

considerable quality to the source, particularly on line 0. Moreover there 

is some local magnetic relief (of about 100 gammas in the immediate environ 

ment, although it is ambiguous as to which way it is running. Nevertheless, 

the chance remains that some of this magnetic activity is directly associated 

with the indicated conduction.

No such result has been obtained elsewhere. The remaining em. anomalies of 

note are grouped about the Porcupine River where its course takes on an E-W
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kbearing. This latter circumstance possibly reflects a structural E-W linea 

ment, a zone of shearing in which certain segments from place to place are 

conducting. There is nothing too consistent about the anomalies themselves, 

they as conductors showing relatively short strike lengths, perhaps arranged 

en echelon in places, and generally possessing a mediocre quality. Perhaps 

the most interesting of the group is the conductor resolved over the two lines 

12E and 16E at 17+50S and 18+50S respectively. For their part, the magnetic 

data provide no distinction to any of the individual zones here, nor to the 

setting as a whole.

North of the river, but more particularly north of the BL, both em and mag 

netic results almost unvaryingly are at background levels, the minor changes 

extant having no more significance than what normal overburden and bedrock 

variations might provide. This lack of activity going north could be indica 

tive of a regional rock-type change, proceeding say from a belt of sediments 

in the South to massive possibly acid in part (and unmineralized) volcanics 

for the rest of the grid area. A local magnetic anomaly of about 200 gammas 

at 2 S on line O presumably represents the most northerly extent of the in 

ferred sediments. It has no em. expression associated with it.

GRID 2 ( 16 claims, Gaze Option )

A most: prominent feature defined in this grid area is a cross-cutting mag 

netic dyke striking NNW across the easterly and northerly portions of the 

claims group (Dwg. No. 2B). Rising out of a low-relief background, it 

dominates the magnetic data and the setting as a major structural linear 

notable for the fact that, so far as is known, it has not been mapped 

before. Between lines 28E and 32E, it most evidently shows an en echelon 

displacement, a circumstance so typical to an in-filling diabase along a 

pre-existing line of weakness.
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major as this break is, it does not appear to have significantly disrupted 

country trends across the area as expressed by the substantial zones of con 

duction recorded in the central and northerly sectors of the grid (Dwg. No. 2A). 

The latter are so strong and pervasive in themselves, and so sufficiently 

sympathetic in their strike behavior to suggest formational horizons in a 

bedded sequence. As such, structural distortion due to the dyke would be 

expected to appear as a regional effect. However, not only is there no 

evidence of lateral displacement along the structural axis, there is no 

clear indication that the break or the subsequent intrusion itself caused 

any localization of mineralization in the immediate setting. The one possible 

exception occurs 0+50N (BL 3) on line 24E where a single reading conductor 

response has been recorded. As such it appears as a very shallow event and 

quite local in its implications. Nevertheless if valid to bedrock, there is 

sufficient indication of quality to the conduction to hope for some sulphides. 

If running with the dyke, its strike potential could be greater than the line 

spacing.

Outside of the dyke, there is very little magnetic relief in the area, as al 

ready noted. At least to this extent, this can be seen as a continuation north 

of the northerly environment of grid l lying adjacent to the south. However 

a conductor encountered approximately 1000' north of the common boundary is 

indicative of the changes to come insofar as the increasing incidence of 

conductors to the north is concerned. All these conducting zones have an 

overall strike bearing WNW consistent with regional trends, and suggests that 

a region typified by sediments with graphitic/carbonaceous horizons has been 

entered. Individually none of these conducting horizons has anything to 

distinguish them. Most display a modest order of conductivity, and without 

exception they are non-magnetic. The best quality conduction is provided by 

the axis running eastwards from UN (BL 3) on line 0.
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one local magnetic anomaly in the grid area, viz. at 20S (BL 3) on line 

20E has but the merest hint of local conduction associated with it. While 

this could be construed to be at least of passing interest, the fact is the 

conductor is not distinctive to the magnetic anomaly as it extends eastward 

to the adjacent line 24E. Rather it would appear that the magnetic feature, 

as a potential small basic intrusive, has interrupted a conductor axis that 

strikes into it from the west.

GRID 3 ( 16 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option )

If anything, there is even less magnetic relief in this grid area than for 

the previous two. However there is a sense, on a gross scale, of a subtle 

change in background from the north-east half df the claims group to the 

south-west half (Dwg. No. 3B), the dividing line between the two halves 

swinging roughly from the southern end of line 16W north to north-west to 

the virtual extreme north-west corner of the block. Related to grids l

and 2, this locus as a geologic differentiation, places inferred sediments
i 

on the north-east side and acid to intermediate volcanics on the south-west,

the first rock-type being typical to grid 2. and the latter to the northern 

two-thirds of grid 1.

The em. results generally conform to this division inasmuch as the major 

proportion of the observed departures are confined to that side considered 

essentially to be underlain by sediments (Dwg. No. 3A). By contrast, there 

is quite an appreciable region in the south-west where remarkably no em. 

response could be detected at all. This may be a function of field approxi 

mation by the observer but it does not gainsay the fact that the readings 

are extremely low through this particular section. Not all of this of course 

need be ascribed to the bedrock condition since a thick dry gravel/sand over 

burden say could well be a limiting factor here. However the evidence of the
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nagnetics suggests that rock-type is at least part of the explanation.

Among the conductors recorded, some are obvious extensions of axes defined 

on grid 2 to the east. These are shown by continuations to the common line 

O forming the boundary between the two claims groups. As might by expected 

these conductors show no significant change in their intrinsic character as 

they are traced across the present grid. Several further satellite axes have 

been indicated in this coverage, they are generally running parallel to the 

main zones with little to choose between them in quality. The one conducting 

section that offers an improved response occurs from 9N (BL 2) on line 16W 

to 9N (BL 2) on line 20W. Although not strong and not clearly a discrete 

event, this short strike length conductor could have interest if the mag 

netic inference is correct in that: the host setting is volcanic. Thus there 

iray be significance to the E-W strike bearing it displays slightly divergent 

to regional trends.

It is to be noted that all the major zones tend to peter out as they approach 

the vicinity of lines 32W and 36W. Strong em. responses do not reappear there 

after until line 52W, the most westerly line of the grid. This circumstance 

lends support to the notion that a heavy overburden is a factor in some parts 

of the grid. Coupled to the region of even lesser response, noted previously 

in the south-west, it is in fact not unreasonable to project a 1000' wide 

belt of typical esker materials crossing the grid on a NNW bearing from 

approximately the south end of line 44 W to the north end of line 32W. How 

ever, there would have to be irregularities in its thickness to account for 

the em. responses observed in the vicinity of stations 12S and 14S (BL 3) 

on line 40 W.
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GRID 4 ( 16 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option )

grid area is dominated by em. response in nearly all quarters (Dwg. No. 

4A). Only in the south-east corner and in the vicinity of the North Por 

cupine River in the central portions is there any diminution of response to 

what might be called background levels. Considering that the south-east 

section is patently an extension of the esker prognosticated in grid 3 and 

that there is a probability of deeper cover near the river, then it may be 

fairly deduced that the prevalence of em. anomaly elsewhere reflects an 

essentially sedimentary environment to the whole grid area. This means 

that the volcanics, somewhat tenuously inferred from the Grid 3 magnetics, 

do not appear here in any substantial quantity, if at all, thereby neces 

sarily swinging due west somewhere beyond the south boundary of this present 

claims group. The magnetic data collected here (Dwg. No. AB) do not refute 

this concept. Although the grid, there is even less pattern to it than usual. 

Also as on Grid 3 there are no distinctive local anomalies of note.

Among the em. results there is a plethora of individual conductor indications, 

many of them very local and quite shallow-seated. Invariably conductor 

quality is mediocre. Because of the very number of conductor anomalies of 

local character there is difficulty in determining the correct line-to-line 

relationships in places although regional trends most apparently persist in 

a WNW direction. With an array of repetitious graphitic horizons as probable 

source and with no magnetics to distinguish any of them, there is very little 

cause to give emphasis to any specific event. Structural distortions possibly 

exist in certain sections but even where these could be postulated, there is 

no realistic basis to infer from the em. data themselves any increase in mineral 

potential locally.
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GRID 5 ( A claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option )

'The strongest feature emerging from the geophysical coverages of this small 

group is the magnetic linear defined in the north-'weet quadrant,(Dwg. No. 5B), 

Almost certainly, this magnetic very evident intrusive dyke is a through- 

going continuation of the dyke linear observed on grid 2. However it differs 

rather remarkably from the previous expression in exhibiting here a reversed 

polarity over the full length of its strike definition. This does not neces 

sarily mean that the intrusive material has suddenly changed constituent 

character between the two grids, nor, that there exists age differences between 

strike sections within the one structural zone; more probably it implies that 

a subsequent major structural distortion has caused some overturning of one 

section with respect to the other. In this context, some significance may be 

attached to the fact that there is evidence of similar intrusive material in 

the vicinity similarly affected, and that the main linear itself has swung to 

a due north-west bearing in contrast to the NNW strike evident to grid 2. 

The magnetic activity in the extreme north-east corner of the claims group 

is more irregular in its disposition, albeit stronger, but there nevertheless 

remains the fair suggestion that it represents related off-shoots of the dyke 

intrusion in an area that has been substantially disturbed.

The em. results tend to support these speculations. If it is presumed that 

the conducting axes that have been resolved here again reflect formational 

horizons in fundamentally a sedimentary sequence, as appears most reasonable, 

then it is to be noted that conductors traced in the immediate setting of the 

intrusions locally take on the strike of the dykes thereby departing from the 

more regional WNW bearing seen on previous grids. To the west, conductor 

strikes swing west as though they had been dragged considerably off their 

normal regional course.
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While this regognition of structural influences might have import in other 

"places, here it does not appear to have produced any notable indication of 

mineral localization as a result. Typically, the defined conductors are 

mediocre in quality as well as being relatively modest in strength. There 

are however two local expressions that may have a little more significance to 

them. One occurs at 13+50N on line 10W; the other at 22+50N on line 22W 

They are both quite sharply resolved, the first particularly, and apparently 

isolated, although the second has not been closed off on its west side. 

While shallow and confined in their implications, what gives them some measure 

of character is the evidence of improved quality they both possess, but primarily 

the latter on line 22W. Neither has magnetic expression. The magnetics in 

fact beyond the intrusive dykes return to the low background relief so typical 

and widespread through the regional environment.

GRID 6 C 8 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option )

This grid actually embraces two blocks of four claims each joined only by a com 

mon corner: the south-east corner of one tying to the north-west corner of the 

other. As a result, the coverage has a disjointed appearance, and this is no 

better seen than in the magnetics (Dwg. No. 6B) for which the south-east data 

look quite different to those to the north-west. In the latter, trends are 

typically WNW although as usual these are based on a low relief background. 

By contrast, trends in the south-east block appear to run virtually north- 

south and here there is some appreciable relief, viz. approximately 300 

gammas at the north and south ends of line 100W to substantiate them. While
i

there is little question of the reality of this particular relief, what is 

curious is the parallel trends suggested in the background along lines 84W 

and 92W. At first glance the string of lows along these two lines may be 

considered a function of diurnal and an inadquate correction for same. However
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there is nothing in the field data, nor in the manner in which the lines 

were traversed, nor in the behaviour of the diurnal itself (lines SOW to 96W 

for instance were completed in the one day), to permit this conclusion. Thus 

even this evidence of a north-south trend appears real.

What this means is not altogether clear. While the stronger magnetic expres 

sions by their order and transgressive nature can be reasonably ascribed to 

basic intrusions in a repetition of the dyke occurrence already seen to occur 

in the regional environment, it is not so easy to formulate as wide an area, 

as indicated by the background magnetics, being affected by the same one cause. 

In any event the dyke itself, if it is truly a dyke, is not continuous across 

the grid area. Additional structural influences may therefore be present, 

or again there may be a recurrence of the thickening overburden condition seen 

previously on Grids 3 and 4; however, in Grid 7 there is a fair suggestion 

that there could be cross-structure in the area, and extensions or repetitions 

north-east could help to explain both the north-south trends existing here 

and the apparent break in the dyke intrusive.

Whatever the correct explanation, it is to be noted that very little conductor 

anomaly has been detected in the south-east block of this grid(Dwg. No. 6A), 

and such weak events that do exist have dubious inter-line relationships east- 

west. This is in distinct contrast to the north-west block where recorded 

conduction is far more consistent with normal regional trends. Nevertheless 

in neither block is there any particular conductor expression of great merit. 

The best occurs at 20N on line 128W and is open to the west. Although es 

sentially without magnetic expression, it could be of interest if the host 

setting were shown to be volcanic, and there is no strong evidence in this 

grid area to favour one environment over another, that is, on the basis of 

sedimentary versus volcanic environments.
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GRID 7 ( 8 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option)

Again some very strong em. responses have been recorded in this grid area (Dwg. 

No. 7A). Although confused in places by the presence of the Ontario Northland 

Railway spur which here crosses the claims group completely from the south- 

east side to the north-west and which as to be expected gives rise to anomalous 

expressions throughout, albeit oddly sometimes in quadrature only, there is 

little doubt that formational horizons are being traced in what is likely to be 

a sedimentary environment. However no one horizon is clearly continuous across 

the full width of the grid. Indeed it is one of most prominent features of 

the data that the two zones of strongest conduction, although promising to 

extend beyond the property boundaries east and west, actually terminate within 

the grid area. Since they are not on strike with each other, the possibility 

arises that a cross-structure exists against which the zones terminate and 

which has wrought a displacement of one zone with respect to the other. This 

of course implies that the two zones are in reality faulted segments of the 

one, otherwise continuous zone.

Such a possibility allows that other rock-types may exist in the area. While 

evidence of a number of satellite conductors, all generally possessing a region 

al strike of WNW suggests that the sedimentary setting is not confined to the 

major zones, there is nonetheless a section running through the centre into 

the north and north-east of the claims group where there is a notable lack of 

conducting effects. If this region is interpreted as being underlain by vol 

canic rather than sedimentary rocks, then some added merit can be attached 

to the conductor anomaly recorded at 22N on line 140W, Weak, isolated, it 

nonetheless has the 'distinction of being one of the better quality events in 

terms of conduction resolved in the grid area.
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The magnetics for their part provide no distinctions neither to structure, 

rock-type change, nor for that matter, to local mineralization. Exhibiting a 

low relief background throughout the grid, the results are virtually without 

trend or pattern. Curiously, the one feature with any consistency is a broad 

low roughly following the O.N.R. right-of-way. The reason for this is unknown, 

if it has significance at all.

GRID 8 ( 5 claims, Hoyle Syndicate Option )

Striking NW through the south-east corner of this elbow-shaped claims group 

is a magnetic ridge rising with about 400 gammas relief above background, the 

latter typically being otherwise of low tenor (Dwg. No. 8B). However it 

does possess a greater sense of trend than seen on most of the rest of the 

grids lying to the south and south-east. Across the south of the present 

claims, trends run WNW consistent with the regional character of the environ 

ment, while to the north trends veer if anything to a little south of west. 

With a strike distinctly SE swinging south, the magnetic ridge for its part 

is clearly transgressive, and another dyke intrusion may be presumed. As 

such it has no relationship with the dykes observed on grids 2 and 5, and in 

fact it shows every inclination of dying out Just beyond the south boundary 

of the property. Nevertheless, to the extent it has been defined, this dyke 

is important evidence of structure, and thus some interest becomes centred on 

the quite strong, often locally erratic conduction that has been recorded in its 

vicinity.

Typically the em. results here (Dwg. No. 8A) provide an assortment of conduc 

tor axes that generally follow the two trends noted from the background mag 

netics. Although there is not a lot of consistency, nor any great strength
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to many of these axes, they suggest, as hitherto, a sedimentary setting to 

'much of the claims group. However in the vicinity of the inferred dyke there 

appear some strong individual responses,most quite shallow-seated, often 

local, but generally following the strike bearing of the dyke. In places the 

association with the dyke becomes intimate, e.g. at 8+50N on line 20E, and at 

12N on line 16E, and conducting materials right at the intrusive contacts can 

be considered a good possibility. Some improved conduction is also indicated 

at various points, viz. 20N/20E, 18+50N/16E. Together these features project 

the aspect of environmental rocks highly altered in the proximity of an intru 

sive dyke with chances in local mineralization. Another very local and strong 

anomaly has been obtained at 44N/16E. Clearly separated from the others and 

the dyke environment it requires consideration on its merits. Again there is 

the hint that the quality of the inherent conduction is above average for the 

area. It remains open to the west.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of these geophysical coverages it is concluded that a dominantly 

sedimentary environment has been explored. This is largely inferred from the 

streams of conduction encountered in many of the grids, individual conductor 

axes for the most part showing formational characteristics consistent with 

regional trends. Furthermore where conductors occur they tend to occur in 

large numbers, and although ranging in strength from weak to very strong, 

they without much exception are uniformly much the same order in indicated 

quality. None show any evidence of being distinctively magnetic.

However almost assuredly there are lithologic changes present, and interbedded 

volcanics both andesitic and felsic can be presumed to exist in places. How 

frequently they occur is far from clear as unfortunately there is virtually no 

magnetic differentiation of bedrock type throughout the environment. Specu 

lations have been made, notably in grids l and 7, that volcanics occur in 

sizeable sections of at least these two areas, but such speculations are based 

on very tenuous evidence. What the magnetics have achieved is the clear de 

lineation of several throughgoing dyke structures transgressing the regional 

environment. In addition, some further cross-structural axes have been por- 

tulated from the em. data insofar as they reflect strike changes and disruptions,

Looking at all these geologic indications from the point of view of mineral 

incidence, however, has not proved a very rewarding exercise. To be true, 

there is considerable evidence of conducting graphitic horizons through 

nearly all the grid areas, and it might be assumed therefore that there is the 

widespread chance of gold values co-existing with them, particularly in 

the vicinity of the inferred structures where local fracturing may be more 

intense. However this chance may be more apparent than real, if it

is considered that the Porcupine - Destor Fault is, in the gross scale,

- 20 -



^^ the major structural circumstance common to the environment of all the known

m̂̂
 gold producing mines of the camp. On this basis it may be realistically

argued that the further north away from the fault exploration is carried, the 

less chance there is of encountering significant gold mineralization in any, 

otherwise favourable, host setting. Applying this concept to the many graphi 

tic horizons evidently detected in the present programme reduces probabilities 

to the point where it is extremely difficult .to make recommendations in respect 

of any individual horizon, except perhaps in the extreme south of Grid 1.

Taking this viewpoint means that the main chance for an exploration discovery 

rests with the volcanics, imperfectly as these may be defined. While it can 

be concluded there are no strong expressions of massive sulphides in the near- 

surface anywhere throughout the various grids, there is the occasional conduc 

tor anomaly that attracts attention as being potentially derived from sulphide 

mineralization. Thus a recommendation is made that these be further investi 

gated, initially with standard em. methods, (for instance vertical loop em.), 

to confirm the basic character of the zone, remove any residual ambiguity 

with respect to overburden effects and to position the source more closely.

That overburden is a factor is epitomized by the interpretation of an esker 

crossing Grids 3 and 4. Along this belt there is virtually no em. response 

at all, and cover therefore may be more of a limiting condition in terms of 

response amplitude through other sections of the grid areas than has been 

generally recognized.

The conductor anomalies recommended for follow-up are as follows:

17+50S/12E, l&fSOS/lSE Grid l 9N/16W, 9N/20W (BL 2) Grid 3

0+50N/24E (BL 3) Grid 2 13+50N/10W Grid 5
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Grid 5 12N/16E Grid 8 

20N/128W Grid 6 18+50N/16E, 20N/20E Grid 8 

22N/UOW Grid 7 44N/16E Grid 8 

8+50N/20E Grid 8

It is to be noted that the above represent a wide scatter of events embracing 

many of the grid areas, and include an inferred graphitic horizon in the south 

section of Grid 1. If following subsequent geophysical investigations they 

all are eventually drilled, then a wide sampling will have been obtained of 

the regional geology with likely important implications for future exploration 

in the general region.

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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